
 

March 7, 2020 
Sponsored by the latest Renee PC. She’s elven, she’s got tits, and best of all . . . 

she’s alive! (but not for long) 
Issue XXXV 

Minus our little lizard friend Noctis (nyah!), the Misfits prepared themselves to enter the 

next phase of the path. Before they could proceed, they noticed someone watching them 

from across the lava river. The female elf introduced herself as JillyPi the bard. The party 

just liked at her and though (“You mean, number 3”). 

Turns out Jill had heard about the party’s exploits at Tirialee and how they turned back 

the raiders. She wanted to meet the heroes and sing them a special song she had written. 

Looks like she had writton a LOT of songs. Anyway, the party needed another damage 

sponge so that they would have a better chance of surviving, and invited Jill into the group. 

With ancillary business concluded, the Misfits got back to work. With Jill the bard singing 

“Throw some loooooot to your Bitchers!”, they opened the next set of doors to see an icy 

area resembling a winter forest complete with windy ice path leading way off toward another 

set of doors. And it was cold. 

When party members entered the room, a huge figure (Em’Sharfhei) coalesced at the far 

end, along with a couple of couatl’s. The fight took a while because anyone trying tow walk 

the icy tilted path would fall over the edge and into a field of icy grass that did wonders 

for their feet. After a while, the Misfits prevailed and destroyed the god facsimile. 

During the battle, however, Squirk began to feel fatigued and wondered how long it would 

be before she perished from the disease coursing through her little veins. Not long, my 

dear. Not long. That night, she was contacted through the crystal ball by Leevee. The 

Dirolgian wizard said that some wizards from Regdon had found the name of the disease, 

which was the “Corux” (not horcrux, you ninnies) and that it could be introduced into a 

victim by ingestation, inhilation, and contact. You know, like from contact with a scroll 

coated with the Corux, like the one that Squirk and Phappiri handled in Rorus? You know, 

the one that summoned the party to see Blix . . . that one. 

On top of all that, Squirk felt that she was being watched. She used her monocle of true 

seeing to discover an eye scrying on her. All she could do was flip it off. With the party 

rested, they moved on to the next room. They, a duplicate appeared for everyone who 

entered, and the party had to fight themselves.  

I don’t know about you, but that’s what I call a FUN fight! 


